
ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE



COMPUTERS CAN LEARN, BUT 
WHAT WILL THEY LEARN?

In the future robots will clean our houses, bring 

us our dinner and fight our wars. 

FALSE!

The future is already here – artificial intelligence 

is embedded in our daily lives and learning more 

every day! 
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A CHANGING WORLD

• The working world you will enter in a few short 

years is going to be fundamentally different. 

Driverless cars, Google Assistant and Bots that 

create social change. 

• But can robots replace us? In this lesson you will 

think about the technology behind Artificial 

Intelligence.
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VIDEO 1:
View this clip and answer the following questions:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mJeNghZXtMo
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• What is AI?

• What is the difference between a robot and AI? 

• How do machines learn? 

• How will AI help us? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mJeNghZXtMo


VIDEO 2:
View this clip and answer the following questions:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=poLZqn2_dv4
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• Name 3 Hollywood productions that tap into the use of AI.

• What does Stewart Russell (Californian University Berkley) think is 

the biggest problem that we are facing with AI? Why? 

• List 3 areas of society that AI is/could be used. 

• What is the expectation of robots/AI by the 2030s? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=poLZqn2_dv4


VIDEO 3:
Sophia is a robot with AI. In October 2017, Sophia was granted 

citizenship in Saudi Arabia, becoming the first robot ever to have a 

nationality. View this clip and answer the following question:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S5t6K9iwcdw
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Ethically, list 3 issues that a robot citizen raises.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S5t6K9iwcdw


VIDEO 4:
Driverless cars are becoming more common. 

Fast forward this video to 2:50min and view it until 10:44min then 

answer the following questions:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D22UOL-ncgw
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• What are the advantages to having driverless cars?

• What are the disadvantages?

• Why are people cautious of having driverless cars on our 

roads?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D22UOL-ncgw


HOW CLOSE ARE WE TO THE 
JETSONS?

https://youtu.be/pwiSJu_7VnE
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https://youtu.be/pwiSJu_7VnE
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KAHOOT!

https://create.kahoot.it/details/artificial-
intelligence/797b1c3f-a7b6-4b29-a886-

3736b7079f57
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https://create.kahoot.it/details/artificial-intelligence/797b1c3f-a7b6-4b29-a886-3736b7079f57

